Sue has worked in the geriatric healthcare field for close to 20 years. As an Author of 2 caregiving books, *Along Comes Grandpa*, *Caregiving Resources for People in the Real World*, and *If I Walked in Her Shoes*, a novel focused on the relationship between a daughter and her aging mother. As a National Speaker, Sue utilizes her personal and professional experiences to educate and empower both professionals and the community at large. Sue's unique humor-laced programs address significant issues affecting our fast-paced lives. Sue was the 2010 recipient of the YWCA Marguerite Henry Leadership Award for Communications / Technology for her contribution to family caregivers. She feel blessed to have partnered with Sue Zawacki and Susan Avello to create AgingInfoUSA. Sue utilizes her comprehensive experience and enthusiasm to assist this dynamic organization in finding innovative ways to reach out to family caregivers in corporations and the community.